
 
 
 
ANALYST QUICK NOTES 
New products, M&A announcements, management shakeups, earnings surprises. Whatever the news, 
you want to know what Argus thinks. Our Quick Notes fill this need by providing real-time analysis of 
current news about Argus-covered companies or other market-moving events. Please check back 
regularly for new Quick Notes. Important disclaimer information is on the last page of this document. 
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Thesis 

• Graphics processing industry leader. 
o One of fastest growing names in coverage.  
o More than just a play on PC gaming. 
o Strongest growth is in data center, automotive; traditional PC gaming also doing 

well. 
o NVDA is a future play on VR gaming, autonomous cars, AI, robotics, IoT, and HPC. 

• BUY for long-term positioning in the digital new age economy.  
After huge outperformance for year, slow start to 2017 

• Down 4% year to date  
o Does not include this morning’s gap higher. 

• Still up 185% on trailing 12-month basis. 
Fiscal 1Q18: Solid beat led by data center 

• Street expected: Revenue of $1.91 billion, non-GAAP EPS of $0.67.  
• Actual: Revenue of $1.94 billion. 

o GAAP EPS $0.77. 
o Non-GAAP EPS of $0.85. 

• Revenue up 48%.  
• Non-GAAP EPS up 84%, GAAP EPS up 142%. 

Quarterly results: gaming light, data center rocks. 
• Gaming revenue “only” up 49%, but down 24% from holiday quarter. 
• Data center blows out expectations with 186% growth to $409 million. 

o Also up 38% sequentially. 
• Sales into data center basically tripled year over year, as industries “awake” to the power of 

GPU deep learning and AI. 
• Auto market (up 24%) also solid amid other companies reporting down automotive.  

 



Guidance for fiscal 2Q18: High expectations. 
• NVidia Revenue of $1.95 billion. 
• Street pre-reporting estimate: $1.89 billion. 

Brave new world of AI, autonomous driving, & powerful computing. 
• NVidia believes that the immense complexity of graphics processing can provide a more 

powerful computing platform than the traditional CPU-based approach.  
• NVDA has developed its GPU Accelerated Computing platform, which can use techniques 

such as inferencing, repetition and recognition to enhance cognitive computing. 
• World’s leading computer, supercomputer and hyperscale customers are exploring how 

GPU computing can enhance cloud services. 
More than just a play on PC gaming. 

• NVDA has ceded console gaming to AMD-Radeon; instead focusing on PC gaming for purists, 
where graphics card can cost $200-$2,000. 

• GPU (81% of total) includes GeForce for PC gaming, Quadro for design professionals, Tesla 
for deep learning, and GRID for cloud-based applications.  

o Tesla deep learning: NVDA GPUs are in IBM Watson and Facebook’s Big Sur server 
for AI. 

o Quadro now moving over from media & animation (Pixar) to Roche, which is using 
for gene sequencing. 

• Tegra (17% of total) provides processors that integrate a computer on a single chip under 
the Tegra brand, along with DRIVE automotive computers and SHIELD mobile gaming chips.  

o Already a leader in driver assistance (auto braking, etc.), NVDA working with 
multiple partners on autonomous driving. 

Conclusion 
• Street had been modeling flattish FY18 after strong growth FY17; estimates for both FY18 

and FY19 now rising. 
o Street now at $2.80 for FY18, up from $2.57 for FY17 (9% growth). 

• Trading at 31-times FY18, 28-times FY19, vs 20-times historical. 
• However, PEGs in the 1.9-times range below 2.0 average for technology hardware stocks in 

Argus coverage. 
• Premium valuation vs. historical trends; but NVDA has reinvented itself and is like a new 

company. 
• NVDA attractive on future cash flow growth and valuation. 
• BUY to $130 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
DISCLAIMER 
This Note reflects the current thinking of an Argus analyst anticipating or responding to corporate earnings 
reports or other news relevant to covered companies. This Note may be an initial, real-time response to 
developments that are expected to impact stocks under coverage; as such, it does not imply that the 
information in it is correct as of any time after its preparation or that there has been no change in the 
business, financial condition, prospects, creditworthiness or status of a covered company. The views or 
opinions expressed in this Note are subject to change pending further analysis. This Note is produced and 
copyrighted by Argus Research Co., and any unauthorized use, duplication, redistribution or disclosure is 
prohibited by law and can result in prosecution. The opinions and information contained herein have been 
obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable, but Argus makes no representation as to their 
timeliness, accuracy or completeness or for their fitness for any particular purpose. This Note is not an 
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. The information presented in this Note is for 
general information only and does not specifically address individual investment objectives, financial 
situations or the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this Note. Investing in any 
security or investment strategies discussed may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you 
consult an independent investment advisor. Nothing in this Note constitutes individual investment, legal or 
tax advice. Argus may issue or may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with or may reach 
different conclusions and opinions than those represented in this Note, and all opinions are reflective of 
judgments made on the original date of publication. Those reports may reflect the different assumptions, 
views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them and Argus is under no obligation to 
ensure that other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient of this Note or to update or keep 
current the information contained in other reports so that such information is consistent with, or not 
contrary to, the information contained in this Note. Argus Research is an independent investment research 
provider whose parent company, Argus Investors’ Counsel, Inc., is registered with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission. Argus Investors’ Counsel is a subsidiary of The Argus Research Group, Inc. Neither 
The Argus Research Group nor any affiliate is a member of the FINRA or the SIPC. Argus Research is not a 
registered broker dealer and does not have investment banking operations. Argus shall accept no liability 
for any loss arising from the use of this report, nor shall Argus treat all recipients of this report as 
customers simply by virtue of their receipt of this material. Investments involve risk and an investor may 
incur either profits or losses. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future 
performance. Argus has provided independent research since 1934. Argus officers, employees, agents 
and/or affiliates may have positions in stocks discussed in this report. No Argus officers, employees, agents 
and/or affiliates may serve as officers or directors of covered companies, or may own more than one 
percent of a covered company’s stock. 
 
Argus Investors’ Counsel (AIC), a portfolio management business based in Stamford, Connecticut, is a 
customer of Argus Research Co. (ARC), based in New York. Argus Investors’ Counsel pays Argus Research 
Co. for research used in the management of the AIC core equity strategy and model portfolio and UIT 
products, and has the same access to Argus Research Co. reports as other customers. However, clients and 
prospective clients should note that Argus Investors’ Counsel and Argus Research Co., as units of The Argus 
Research Group, have certain employees in common, including those with both research and portfolio 
management responsibilities, and that Argus Research Co. employees participate in the management and 
marketing of the AIC core equity strategy and UIT and model portfolio products. 
 
 


